Abstract-Binary-decision diagrams (BDDs) have proven to be an efficient means to represent and manipulate Boolean formulas and sets due to their compactness and canonicality. In this paper, we leverage the efficiency of BDDs for new areas in fieldprogrammable gate-array (FPGA) computer-aided design (CAD) flow including cut generation and clustering by reducing these problems to BDDs and solving them using Boolean operations. 
I. INTRODUCTION
A S THE field-programmable gate-array (FPGA) capacity grows with each chip generation, the scalability of FPGA computer-aided design (CAD) tools is a growing concern. This is a result of the exponential space and time complexity many CAD algorithms have in relation to the circuit size n. Scalability problems have traditionally been handled by divide-andconquer techniques where the circuit is partitioned into several smaller circuits [5] , [6] . This reduces the problem size and, as a result, dramatically reduces the solution space the CAD tool must explore. Although partitioning has proven to improve the scalability of CAD algorithms, partitioning a design will lead to solutions much further from optimal when compared to nonpartitioning-based techniques.
As an alternative to partitioning techniques, we propose using heuristics that improve the scalability of CAD algorithms by removing redundant operations and data. Specifically, in this paper, we improve the scalability of cut generation and FPGA lookup-table (LUT) clustering. By recognizing that both cut generation and clustering can be reduced to set operations, we can represent cut and cluster sets as reduced-ordered binarydecision diagrams (BDDs) and, as a consequence of this, leverage efficient BDD managers to solve the cut-generation and clustering problem [7] , [8] .
To generate the cut and cluster set for a given node v, a dynamic-programming approach is devised in [9] and [4] , respectively. In [9] , cuts for node v are created by using the cuts from the fan-in nodes of v and combining them to form larger cuts. An example of this is shown in Fig. 1 . Here, to generate a cut for node g, a cut from node e and f are duplicated and combined to form a larger cut.
In [4] , a similar dynamic-programming approach is adapted to clustering and is shown in Fig. 2 , where the large cluster shown in Fig. 2(b) is formed by duplicating and combining the smaller clusters shown in Fig. 2(a) .
Unfortunately, both of these approaches duplicate subsets to form larger sets of data which lead to scalability problems for 0278-0070/$25.00 © 2008 IEEE large circuits and set sizes. In contrast, we represent our cut and cluster sets as a BDD. BDDs are generated using a dynamicprogramming framework, as in the case of cut and cluster generation. However, unlike cut generation or clustering, the BDDs are not duplicated when creating larger BDDs. This property is shown in Fig. 3 . Here, two smaller BDDs, g and h, are joined to create function f . However, the subfunctions are not duplicated to form the larger function f . This is possible since old BDDs can be referenced from multiple sources. Thus, the top node c in function f simply references to the original locations of function g and h without needing to recreate and store the original functions. This saves both runtime and memory when creating large BDDs. We will show in later sections how we reduce cut and cluster sets to BDDs such that we can leverage this important property of BDDs to improve the scalability of cut generation and clustering. As a result, our approach is an order of magnitude better than previous approaches, both in terms of runtime and memory.
The rest of this paper will be organized as follows. Section II will give problem preliminaries and background material. Section III will describe our cut-generation approach. Section IV will describe our clustering approach. Section V will give an overview of our results, which is followed by some concluding remarks in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND

A. Terminology
Before we can describe our problem, we first review some basic terminology here. The combinational portion of a Boolean circuit can be represented as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) G = (V G , E G ). A node in the graph v ∈ V G represents a logic gate, primary input (PI), or primary output (PO), and a directed edge in the graph e ∈ E G with head, u = head(e), and tail, v = tail(e), represents a signal in the logic circuit that is an output of gate u and an input of gate v. The set of fanin edges for a node v fanine(v) is defined to be the set of edges with v as a tail. Similarly, the set of fan-out edges for v fanoute(v) is defined to be the set of edges with v as a head. A PI node has no fan-in edges, and a PO node has no fan-out edges. The set of distinct nodes that supply fan-in edges to v are referred to as fan-ins and is denoted as fanin (v) . Similarly, the set of distinct nodes that connect to fan-out edges from v are referred to as fan-outs and is denoted as fanout (v) 
Each edge e has an associated delay delay(e). The length of a path is the sum of the delays of the edges along the path. At a node v, the depth depth(v) is the length of the longest path from a PI to v, and the height height(v) is the length of the longest path from a PO to v. Both the depth for a PI node and the height for a PO node are zero. At an edge e, the depth depth(e) is the length of the longest path from a PI to e, and the height height(e) is the length of the longest path from a PO to e. Both the depth and the height of an edge include the delay due to the edge itself. The depth or height of a graph is the length of the longest path in the graph.
A cone of v C v is a subgraph consisting of v and some of its non-PI predecessors such that any node u ∈ C v has a path to v that lies entirely in C v . Node v is referred to as the root of the cone. The size of a cone is the number of nodes and edges in the cone. At a cone C v , the set of fan-in edges f anine (C v ) is the set of edges with a tail in C v , and the set of fan-out edges fanoute(C v ) is the set of edges with v as a head. The set of fanins to the cone is also known as a cut in a graph. Thus, there is a one-to-one correlation between all cuts and cones in a graph. With fan-in edges and fan-out edges so defined, a cone can be viewed as a node, and notions that were previously defined for nodes can be extended to handle cones. Notions such as fanin(·), fanout(·), depth(·), height(·), and K-feasibility all have similar meanings for cones as they do for nodes.
B. Problem Description and Related Work 1) Cut Generation:
While cut generation has been traditionally applied to iterative FPGA technology mappers, such as DAOmap [10] and IMap [11] , there has been a renewed interest in the cut-generation problem [3] , [12] due to its growing use in several other CAD problems including as follows:
1) Boolean matching of programmable logic blocks (PLBs) [13] , [14] ; 2) resynthesis of LUTs [15] ; 3) synthesis rewriting [16] ; 4) synthesis elimination [17] , [18] . One of the first pieces of work to define the cut-generation problem was in [19] , where the authors define the set relation to generate all K-feasible cuts shown in (1) (for a detailed explanation of (1), please refer to [19] ). This contrasts with incremental cut-generation methods based on network flow [20] , [21] and has proven to be much faster
In (1), Φ(v) represents the cut set for node v, {u} represents the trivial cut (contains u only), c u represents a cut from the cut set {{u} ∪ Φ(u)}, and Φ(u) represents the cut set for fanin node u. Traditional methods generate cuts by visiting each node in topological order from PIs to POs and merging cut sets as defined by (1) . Two cut sets are merged by performing a concatenation (c u * c w ) of all cuts found in each fan-in cut set and removing any newly formed cuts that are no longer K-feasible ( c u * c w ≤ K). For example, referring to Fig. 4 , cut c 2 is generated by combining the cut c 1 with the trivial cut v 4 
. Generating cuts this way is not scalable to large cut sizes (K ≥ 6) and for circuits containing a large degree of reconvergent paths. For example, in IMap [11] , which utilizes a popular technology-mapping framework, cut generation takes more than 99% of the runtime for K = 7. In [9] , Cong et al. address this problem by selectively pruning cuts that they deem to be wasteful. However, for large cut sizes, pruning tends to remove too many cuts that may be valuable in the final mapping solution.
The main reason (1) is not scalable for large cut sizes is because subcuts must be duplicated every time a new cut is generated. For example, referring to Fig. 4 , cut c 1 must be duplicated to generate cut c 2 . Furthermore, (1) can generate redundant cuts. A cut c 2 is redundant if it completely contains all the input nodes of another cut c 1 in which case c 2 is known as a dominator cut. Fig. 4 shows this relation. These cuts can be removed because they will not affect the final quality of a mapping solution. In ABC [3] , Mishchenko et al. address this problem by assigning all cuts a signature, such that dominator cuts can be quickly identified and removed. This, along with several other optimizations, results in an order-of-magnitude runtime reduction over previous techniques. As a consequence, ABC is currently the fastest LUT technology mapper available with competitive depth and area results. However, even with its clever heuristics, ABC cut-generation time slows down significantly for cuts sizes of eight or larger. Although this is not a problem for commercial FPGAs that restrict their LUT size to six or less [22] , migrating the covering problem to larger problems requires a more scalable cut-generation solution. As a solution, we will show that the reduction of cut generation to BDDs dramatically improves its scalability and, as a result, expands the application of cut generation to new problems previously not thought possible. As a practical example, we will show how we apply cut generation in the elimination step in a BDD-based synthesis flow, which leads to a 6× speedup in runtime without any degradation to circuit area.
2) Clustering of K-LUTs: Modern FPGAs are hierarchical in nature where LUTs are grouped into regular logic-array blocks, which are also known as clustered logic blocks or, more simply, clusters. Deciding how to pack a given LUT netlist into an array of clusters is the clustering problem, and it has a significant impact on the final performance of the circuit. Clustering has typically not been a bottleneck during the CAD flow where traditionally clustering has been solved using greedy algorithms [23] . In [23] , LUTs are successively packed together such that routability or delay is optimized. Although this produces good clustering solutions in a reasonable amount of time, a recently reported study has shown that solving the clustering problem from a global perspective leads to significant performance gains [4] . In [4] , Lin et al. combine clustering and technology mapping into a single phase. During this process, several alternate clustering solutions are stored and evaluated. This allows the tool to explore a much larger solution space than disjointly solving technology mapping and clustering. In addition, while evaluating each clustering solution, an optimal delay value is maintained. The results are fairly impressive where the authors are able to get a 12.3% improvement in circuit delay on average. However, solving technology mapping and clustering together explores a much larger search space than disjoint methods. Furthermore, a large set of clustering solutions must be computed and explored during the forward traversal of the algorithm. Both these factors has led to a 100× runtime penalty when compared to previous techniques. Since FPGAdesign sizes are reaching an order of 100 000 LUTs, we feel that a 100× runtime penalty will be a barrier for the practical application of [4] without heuristics to improve its runtime.
In our approach, we adopt a similar global heuristic, as in [4] , since we feel that this is a significant factor leading to performance gains found in [4] . However, we perform clustering as a disjoint step after technology mapping to reduce the search space of our clustering tool. We suspect that maintaining global information during clustering is an important factor to improve the final performance of the circuit. However, this requires storing a large set of clustering solutions, which is the main factor for the runtime penalty reported in [4] . To alleviate this problem, we propose using zero-suppressed BDDs (ZDDs), which are extremely efficient in representing sets, to represent our clusters. In Sections IV and V, we will prove that this will have a significant runtime advantage when compared to [4] while maintaining some of its performance gains.
C. Covering Problem
The covering problem seeks to find a set of covers to cover a graph such that a given characteristic of the final covered graph is optimized. For example, when applied to K-LUT technology mapping, the covering problem returns a covered graph such that the number of distinct covers in the graph is minimized where each cover gets mapped directly into a single LUT (this is shown in Fig. 5 ). We will show in later sections how to adapt the covering problem for the synthesis elimination step.
A common framework to solve the covering problem is shown in Fig. 6 . The covering problem starts by generating all K-feasible cuts in the graph (line 1). This is followed by a set of forward and backward traversals (lines 3 and 4) which attempt to find a subset of cuts to cover the graph such that a given cost function is minimized. Iteration is necessary (MaxI > 1) if the covering found in TRAVERSEBWD() influences the cost function used in TRAVERSEFWD(). A detailed description of this algorithm when applied to technology mapping can be found in [11] .
1) Forward Traversal: Fig. 7 shows the high-level overview of the forward traversal. Here, each node is visited in topological order from PIs to POs. For each node, the minimum-cost cut is found (line 2). After the minimum-cost cut is found, the cost of the root node v is assigned the cost of the cut (line 3). Note that MINCOSTCUT is dependent on the goal of the algorithm. In later sections, we will describe the cost function used when we apply the covering problem to elimination.
2) Backward Traversal: Fig. 8 shows the high-level overview of the backward traversal. First, all POs are marked as visible (line 1). Next, the graph is traversed in reverse topological order. If a node is visible, its minimum-cost cut found in the preceding forward traversal cut v is selected, and all of its fan-ins are marked as visible (lines 4 and 5). After the backward traversal completes, the minimum-cost cuts of all visible nodes in the graph are converted to cones to cover the network.
III. BDDCUT: SCALABLE CUT GENERATION
As described in Section I, there is a growing need for scalable cut generation. Prior to this paper, cut generation has generally been limited to applications requiring small cuts where K is smaller than six [10] , [11] , [16] . In this section, we will explain how to reduce cut generation to BDDs, which will later prove to dramatically improve its scalability.
As described in (1), cuts are generated by combining the subcuts in every possible way. This is extremely inefficient, since subcuts are duplicated every time they are used to generate a new cut. Our BDD-based approach solves this problem by sharing subcuts between larger cuts. Referring back to our original cut expression in (1), we can rewrite our equation as a Boolean expression
Equation (2) is very similar to the set relation shown in (1); however, in contrast with previous approaches, we maintain cut-set representations as a Boolean function. In our approach, we map a unique Boolean variable to each node v found in our netlist and represent cuts by the conjunction of the fan-in node variables. Thus, our cut set f v will be a Boolean expression in SOP form where each cube will represent a cut. To join cut sets, we replace the set union operation (∪) with a logic OR. Furthermore, the Π operation can be thought of as the logical AND of all clauses (u + f u ). For example, consider Fig. 9 . Here, each node is represented by a Boolean variable where each product term in the function represents a cut. In addition, notice that the cut-set function f a is the conjunction between the clauses (c + f c ) and
A problem with using cubes to represent our cut set is that it suffers from similar scalability problems as traditional cutgeneration methods, since each cut needs to be stored separately as a cube, and no subcut sharing occurs. A solution to this is to represent our cut set as a BDD (for a detailed description of the BDD data structure, please refer to [1] ). BDDs are DAGs which represent a Boolean function where each node in the DAG represents one variable. Node edges represent positive (1) or negative (0) assignments to the variable where each edge points to the associated cofactor. For example, referring back to Fig. 9 , the BDD used to represent the cut set f a is shown in Notice that representing cut sets as a BDD allows subcuts to be shared as cofactors. Thus, subcuts can be reused in expressing larger cuts. For example, consider Fig. 11 which shows the BDDs representing the cut-set functions shown in Fig. 9 . In Fig. 11(a) , two small BDDs are shown. In Fig. 11(b) , the BDDs shown in Fig. 11 (a) are reused as cofactors to build the BDD for function f a . Thus, subcuts de and eg do not have to be duplicated to form larger cuts for node a.
BDDs can also share cofactors within a single cut set. For example, consider Fig. 12 . Notice that in the BDD representation, the subcut c 1 = de is a positive cofactor for variable c and g and is shared by two larger cuts c 3 = cde and c 2 = deg. The benefit of subcut sharing is very sensitive to variable ordering. For example, in the previous example, c 1 could not be shared if variables d and e were found at the top of the BDD. Hence, to ensure that subcut sharing is maximized, we assign BDD variables to nodes such that fan-in node variables are always found below their fan-out node variables in the BDD cut set. This is stated formally in Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 3.2.
Lemma 3.1: Consider two functions f 1 and f 2 represented as BDDs, where f 1 is composed of f 2 and some other variables (i.e., f 1 = g(f 2 , x 0 , . . . , x n )). In addition, let θ be the set of variables found in f 1 , which are not in f 2 . The BDD graph f 2 can exist as a subgraph in f 1 if, and only if, all the variables in f 2 are below all variables in θ. An intuitive explanation to Lemma 3.1 is shown in Fig. 11 , where the BDD representing f b is a subgraph in f a , which would not be possible if variables d and e were not at the bottom of the BDD in f a .
Cut sharing will only occur if BDD variables are assigned nodes in the following manner. If the variable assigned to node v and the variable assigned to node u appear in the same BDD f and if u ∈ fanin(v), the variable assigned to node v should appear above the variable assigned to node u in f . For example, this relationship is shown in Fig. 12 . Here, the node labeled c in Fig. 12 (a) has fan-ins labeled e and g. This translates to the BDD shown in Fig. 12(b) , where BDD variable c appears above variables e and g. This variable ordering condition is formally stated as follows.
Proposition 3.2: Cut-set sharing can only occur if the variable assigned to nodes is such that variables assigned to a node will appear above variables assigned to their transitive fan-ins if those variables appear in the same BDD cut set.
Proof: Proof by contradiction. Recall from (2) that the Boolean expression to generate the cut set for a given node v is f v = Π u∈f anin(v) (u + f u ). First, we will look at a single fanin to v. Let us assign g = (u + f u ) and assume that the BDD f u exists as a subgraph in g and, hence, is shared. In addition, assume that u is not the top variable in g. However, if u is not the top variable in g, f u cannot exist in g by Lemma 3.2. Thus, by contradiction, if f u is shared in g, u must be the top variable in g. Since all variables in f u are assigned to the transitive fanin nodes to the node u, the variables assigned to the transitive fan-in nodes appear below u in function g. The same argument can be applied to all fan-in nodes u ∈ fanin(v).
Another benefit of using BDDs is that redundant cuts, such as dominator cuts, are automatically removed. For example, consider Fig. 13(a) containing the cut c 1 and the dominator cut c 2 . As a BDD, c 1 and c 2 are shown in Fig. 13(b) . Since BDD node c is now redundant, it can be removed as in Fig. 13(c) , which removes the dominator cut c 2 . BDD managers will perform this redundancy removal during the BDD construction. If both the Fig. 13. BDD representation of node a cuts c 1 and c 3 (K = 3) . positive and negative cofactor of a node are common, then it is removed, and the parent edge to the redundant node will be adjusted to point to the common cofactor. For example, in Fig. 13(b) , if a parent edge to c existed, it would be adjusted to point to node e after c is removed. Both dominator-cut removal and subcut sharing substantially reduces the space complexity of a BDD-represented cut set.
As we will show in later sections, ZDDs are another method to represent sets efficiently. These can also be used to represent our cut sets; however, the benefit of redundant cut removal is not possible with ZDDs. For example, in Fig. 13 , a ZDD will not remove the node c in Fig. 13(b) since it will treat the dominator cut as a unique element in the cut set. Furthermore, since we can represent a cut directly as a cube, BDDs can be directly leveraged without the need to use the ZDD structure.
A. Symbolic Cut-Generation Algorithm
Fig. 14 shows our cut-generation algorithm. First, the netlist is sorted in topological order (line 1). Next, the cut-set function f v for each node in the graph is initialized to a constant one and assigned a unique variable (lines 2-5). Finally, for each node v, its cut set is formed following (2) (lines 7-10). When forming the cut set for node v, each fan-in node u is visited (line 7), and a temporary cut set is formed by the logical OR of the trivial cut u and its cut set f u . Next, the temporary cut set is conjoined to the cut set of v, using the logical AND operation (line 9). When forming larger cuts with the logical AND operation, it is possible to form cuts larger than K; thus, BDDANDPRUNE is also responsible for pruning cuts that are not K-feasible. It does so by removing all cubes that are containing more than K positive literals, which will be explained in the detail in the following section.
B. Ensuring K-Feasibility
When conjoining two cut sets together using the logical AND operation, we must ensure that all cuts remaining in the new cut set are K-feasible. We achieve this by modifying the BDD AND operation to remove cubes with more than K literals. This recursive algorithm is shown in Fig. 15 . Notice that the only difference in this algorithm as compared to the recursive definition of a BDD AND operation is the check in line 9. The algorithm starts off by checking the trivial case where both BDD cut sets are constant functions (line 1). If not the trivial case, the top-most variable of both cut sets is retrieved (line 3). Next, the cofactors relative to the variable b are found for the cut sets f x and f y (lines 4-8). This is followed by recursive calls to find the negative and positive cofactors of the new cut set f z (lines 9-12). When constructing the positive cofactor, we make sure that the number of positive edges seen is less than or equal to K (lines 9 and 10). If not, we prune out all cubes that form due to that branch in the BDD. This works since our cut sets, f x and f y , only contain positive literals, and n is initialized to zero in the first call to BDDANDPRUNERECUR. Thus, we can assume that n is equivalent to the size of the cube in the current branch of the BDD. Finally, we join the cofactors and form a new cut set f z and return (lines 13-15).
C. Finding the Minimum-Cost Cut
In general, the cost of a given cut is usually defined recursively with the form, as shown in
In (3), u is a fan-in of cut c, c u is the minimum-cost cut associated with node u, and cost min (c u ) is the cost of the cut c u . For traditional cut-generation methods where subcuts are not shared, each cut has to be independently traversed to determine the minimum-cost cut. Conversely, since we represent our cut set as a BDD where we share subcuts, we can leverage dynamic programming to calculate the cut cost and find the minimum cut cost. This is shown in the recursive algorithm in Fig. 16 . In MINCUTCOSTRECUR, the minimum-cost cut c min and its cost cost from the cut set f v is returned. Notice that c min is returned as a cube where each positive literal in the cube represents a fan-in node to the cut. First, if the cut set is trivial (f v ≡ 1), the algorithm returns an empty cube (const 1) with zero cost (lines 1 and 2). If the cut set is empty, an invalid cube is returned (lines 3 and 4) . If the cut set is not an empty set, the algorithm checks if this cut set has been visited already and, if so, returns the cached information (lines 6 and 7). If the cut set has not been visited previously, two recursive calls are done to find the minimum-cost cut and cost for the cofactors (lines 9-12). Next, the positive cofactor cost is modified with the node cost of the current variable (line 13). Finally, the minimum-cost cut set and cost are returned (lines [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . Note that when the minimum-cost cut is found, it is cached for future reference (lines [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] .
D. Practical Application: Elimination
As a practical driver for our cut-generation technique, we look at applications that require large cut sizes (K > 6). Although we listed several applications requiring cut generation [14] - [16] in Section I, in this paper, we only focus on synthesis elimination found in FBDD.
FBDD is a BDD-based synthesis engine [24] which has proven to be an order of magnitude faster than SIS with competitive area results. In FBDD, several logic transformations, such as decomposition or shared extraction [17] , were significantly sped up, and as a result, elimination emerged as the primary bottleneck for scalability and has been reported to take up to 70% of the runtime [17] . Removing the elimination bottleneck will further increase the speedup experienced by FBDD. FBDD currently adopts an elimination scheme similar to SIS. In FBDD elimination, regions are grown from a given seed node where its fan-ins are successively collapsed into the node in a greedy fashion. If the new logic representation simplifies after the collapse operation, the collapse is committed into the netlist; otherwise, the collapse is undone. For BDDs, this collapse and uncollapse operation is relatively slow as compared to other BDD operations. A solution to this is to treat elimination as a covering problem, as opposed to a greedy algorithm. Here, each elimination region is created by covering the netlist, where each cover has, at most, eight inputs. Following this, each cover is collapsed into a single node.
The cost function used to derive our covers is similar to the area-flow heuristic described in [11] . However, here, we adapt area flow to elimination and rename it as edge flow. Edge flow attempts to minimize the total cut size of the final covering (i.e., minimize the number of edges in the final graph). Edge flow is defined recursively in (4) and is denoted as ef (·)
ef (e) = A e + ef (head(e)) fanoute C head (e) .
The edge flow of cover C v is defined as the sum of the edge flows of the fan-in edges to C v . The edge flow of an edge e is the weight of an edge A e plus the edge flow of its head divided by the number of fan-outs of the cover rooted at the head of e. Picking covers that minimize the overall edge flow of the final covering leads to covers that capture a high degree of reconvergence. This will remove any redundancies within the reconvergent cone after the collapse of the cover is done. We will show later that solving elimination this way results in a significant speedup in FBDD with no sacrifice to area.
IV. ICLUSTER: ITERATIVE CLUSTERING
Here, we describe our iterative clustering algorithm. As in [4] , we maintain an optimal delay during clustering to improve performance; however, to represent our clustering sets, we propose using ZDDs [2] .
Our clustering algorithm works in two phases. First, an iterative approach is applied where the clustering tool does a forward and backward traversal of the LUT netlist to form an intermediate clustering solution. This is followed by a packing phase to recover area where duplication is reduced, and each cluster is filled to its full capacity.
A. Iterative Phase
The iterative phase of our algorithm is responsible for finding an optimal global delay value of our LUT netlist. This will act as a bound when selecting various clusters to cluster the LUT netlist. This is analogous to the iterative step during technology mapping to LUTs. Fig. 17 shows the entire iterative phase flow. First, all clusters containing N or less LUTs are generated (line 1). During the iterative phase, only clusters that form a cone rooted at a single node are generated (this is not the case during the packing phase following the iterative phase). Following cluster generation, a series of forward and backward traversals are applied (lines 3 and 4). The forward traversal is responsible for finding a cluster for each node such that delay and area is minimized, and the backward traversal is responsible for finding a final cluster covering of the LUT netlist.
1) Cluster Generation (GENERATECLUSTERS): As stated previously, the iterative phase is responsible for finding an intermediate clustering of the LUT netlist. To do this, we need to generate a large set of clusters that will form the solution space of our intermediate clustering solution. We define a cluster for a LUT v as all cones containing at most N LUTs rooted at node v. Although, in reality, an FPGA cluster can implement any structure of N LUTs (i.e., not necessarily forming a cone), we ignore these structures in the iterative portion of our algorithm. To generate all cone-based clusters, we traverse the netlist in topological order for each node v and generate clusters for v as described in the set relation shown in
In (6), all clusters for node v are generated by combining the clusters rooted at the fan-in nodes of v in every possible way and discarding all resulting clusters that are larger than size N . Φ(v) is the set of all cones rooted at node v containing at most N LUTs. K is the number of fan-in combinations for node v (e.g., if there are three fan-ins, K = 6). C v represents a cone rooted at fan-in node u j ; v is the trivial cone containing only node v; Φ(u j ) represents the set of cones for fan-in u j ; and N is the maximum number of LUTs that can fit into a cluster. The × operator represents the Cartesian product where taking the Cartesian product of two sets combines all elements within each set in every possible way. Equation (6) combines the elements of all fan-in cone sets Φ(u j ) in every possible way where all elements with more than N nodes are discarded. These cones form the set of clusters used in the iterative portion of our clusterer. For example, in Fig. 18 , Φ(v) represents our cluster set for node v, and it is generated by combining the cluster sets of its fan-ins. Note that Φ(u) × Φ(w) represents the Cartesian product of sets Φ(u) and Φ(w). Although, in this paper, we determine cluster capacity to be the number of distinct LUTs within a single cluster, other constraints such as input constraints (i.e., the number of distinct inputs allowed into a single cluster) can also be added to the formulation with added complexity. Storing clusters explicitly using (6) is not scalable due to the exponential number of clusters that need to be stored. As a solution, we propose generating and storing our cluster sets as ZDDs. The benefit of using ZDDs to store clusters is that subclusters can be shared as cofactors within our ZDD. This is similar to the cut-generation case where subcuts were shared as cofactors within the BDD.
ZDDs are similar to BDDs; however, nodes whose positive edges point to zero are "suppressed" and will not appear in the graph while nodes whose positive and negative edge point to the same node are kept in the graph (it is recommended that those not familiar with ZDDs should refer to [2] ). This makes ZDDs efficient at representing and manipulating sets [2] (for example, consider Fig. 19 ). To represent the set Φ, the Boolean function F is formed. Here, F is known as the characteristic function for set Φ, where F evaluates to one if the variables are set to a valid element found in set Φ. Set operations on Φ, such as the union operator (∪), can be applied to F using standard Boolean operations. In F , each product term represents a set element where each positive literal represents that the given node exists in that element. Representing F as a ZDD as opposed to a BDD is beneficial, since nodes whose positive edges point to zero can be removed in the ZDD. This is clearly shown by looking at Fig. 19 , and as a result, the BDD representing F is much larger than the ZDD representation of F . As with BDDs, ZDDs can be combined together to form larger ZDDs. This leads to a compact representation of cluster sets.
2) Forward Traversal (TRAVERSEFWD): After all clusters have been generated, a series of forward and backward traversals of the LUT netlist is done. During the forward traversal, for each node v, a cluster rooted at v is chosen to cluster v and some of its predecessors. For the first traversal, the cluster with minimal delay is chosen where, after the entire netlist has been traversed, an optimal delay ODelay of the circuit is found. A backward traversal follows which produces an intermediate clustering solution and establishes a height for all nodes in the graph. The height height(C v ) is used in conjunction with the optimal delay in successive forward traversals as a depth bound when selecting clusters for each node, as shown in (7). Of the clusters that meet (7), the clusters with the lowest area flow are selected
Lemma 4.1: From (7), after the forward traversal, all clusters selected for each node will not exceed the optimal delay ODelay of the entire circuit.
Area flow gives a close estimation of the area found in the final mapped solution. It was first described in [11] , and it is described recursively by (8) and (9) using the symbol af (·)
af (e) = af (head(e)) fanoute (head(e)) .
Here, the area flow of a cluster rooted at node v is the sum of the area flow of the fan-ins to cluster C v plus the area associated with the cluster C v denoted as A v . The area flow of a fan-in edge is the area of the head node of the edge divided evenly with its fan-outs.
3) Backward Traversal (TRAVERSEBWD): The backward traversal is responsible for finding an intermediate clustering of the LUT netlist. First, each PO is marked as visible. Then, for each visible node, the minimum-cost cluster found in the preceding forward traversal is used to cluster that node and some of its predecessors. The fan-ins of the minimum-cost clusters are marked as visible, and the process continues until the PIs are reached. This process is shown in Fig. 20 , where the POs of the circuit are located at the top of the picture.
The backward traversal is also responsible for updating the internal heights of each node. This is done by looking at all the fan-outs of a given node v and setting its height to the largest height of its fan-out edges. This is shown in Fig. 21 , where delay(e 1 ) represents an intercluster delay and delay(e 2 ) represents an intracluster delay.
After an intermediate clustering solution is found, the root node of all clusters are checked to see if they can be merged into existing clusters to save area. Clusters can be merged if the merge will not increase the delay of the critical path (for example, consider Fig. 22 ). In Fig. 22(a) , two clusters are shown where the root node with height h 3 and some of its successors must be duplicated. However, if h 3 is greater than h 2 + delay(e 2 ), the node with height h 3 has some slack, and the two clusters can be merged together as in Fig. 22(b) . Merging clusters is possible since clusters have multiple outputs to support the output of all LUTs found within the cluster.
Lemma 4.2:
Merging clusters is guaranteed to not violate the optimal-delay constraint.
Theorem 4.3: After the backward traversal, a clustered circuit will be returned with an optimal delay ODelay.
Proof: In the forward traversal, all clusters created will have a delay less than or equal to ODelay from Lemma 4.1. Since the backward traversal can only select clusters created from the forward traversal, no cluster will have a delay greater than ODelay. Furthermore, since merging clusters will not increase the delay of a cluster beyond ODelay by Lemma 4.2, all clusters will obey the delay of ODelay. Thus, the final clustered circuit will have a delay of ODelay. 
B. Packing Phase
Since the iterative flow described previously will lead to much unnecessary duplication and will not necessarily fill all clusters to their full capacity, a packing phase is applied to the intermediate clustered netlist. The packing phase will break the previous assumption that all clusters will form a cone by packing clusters in various ways. The packing heuristics are very similar to those described in [4] and consist of the following.
1) Pack Fan-in-Pack a fan-in cluster with its fan-out cluster. Fan-ins found on the critical path are clustered before other fan-ins. 2) Pack Duplicated-Pack clusters that share the same LUTs. This reduces the number of duplicated LUTs in the final netlist. 3) Pack General-Do a bin packing of unfilled clusters. The conjunction of these packing heuristics dramatically reduces the area overhead of our iterative clusterer.
V. RESULTS
Here, we evaluate our cut-generation technique where we create a tool called BddCut followed by an evaluation of our iterative clustering tool called ICluster.
To evaluate our cut-generation technique, we look at two aspects. Since BddCut can be plugged into any iterative technology mapper to generate cuts and achieve exactly the same area and delay, our first evaluation focuses on its scalability against the following two representative state-of-the-art mappers: IMap-one of the earliest mappers to use an iterative strategy-and ABC-the most recently reported iterative mapper that employs a scalable cut-generation algorithm. Our second evaluation attempts to measure the benefits of the proposed method under the context of a complete logic-synthesis flow. To this end, we embed BddCut as a replacement of the elimination procedure in FBDD and evaluate its impact on runtime and area.
Following this, we look at the scalability and performance impact of our iterative clustering approach. Here, we compare ICluster against the traditional Versatile Place and Route (VPR) flow [25] , which utilizes t-vpack [23] to cluster its LUTs. All of our experiments were run on a Pentium D 3.2-GHz machine with 2 GB of RAM. We used the Somenzi's CU decision diagram (CUDD) BDD package [8] and applied our algorithms to the Microelectronics Center of North Carolina (MCNC) [26] and International Workshop on Logic and Synthesis (IWLS) [27] benchmark (includes ISCAS89, ITC, and several large circuits) suite.
A. BddCut: Scalable Cut Generation
To investigate our symbolic approach to cut generation, we compare the cut-generation time of BddCut against IMap's [11] and ABC's [3] cut-generation time. Note that all technology mappers were set to generate all possible cuts (i.e., no pruning) and there was no sacrifice to solution quality; hence, final mapping results are omitted. Table I shows detailed results for  select circuits, followed by Tables II and III with summarized  results for the entire ITC and ISCAS89 benchmark suite. We also show a peak memory use comparison between ABC and BddCut, as shown in Table IV . Finally, we compared BddCut with ABC for one of the largest IWLS circuits, which is shown in Table V . In cases that the technology mapper ran out of memory, the circuit time is marked as n/a.
The results in the previous table clearly indicate that, due to subcut sharing and redundant cut removal, our symbolic approach scales better than traditional techniques where IMap is more than an order of magnitude slower. When compared against ABC, our technique scales much better where our average speedup and relative reduction in memory use improves as K gets larger. Unlike runtime, the improvement in memory does not occur until K gets large (K > 7). We found that because there is a fixed overhead in the CUDD BDD manager, and therefore, only at the larger cut sizes was this overhead amortized through subcut sharing or if the benchmark is large as in the case of leon2, as shown in Table V . Without subcut sharing, memory runs out for a few of the larger benchmark circuits when K = 10. This is also true for extremely large benchmark circuits, as shown in Table V , where ABC runs out of memory in circuit leon2 for K > 6. Fortunately, ABC supports cut dropping which has proven to reduce the memory usage by several fold, but from our experience, cut dropping increases the cut computation time, so we did not turn on this feature. For example, with cut dropping enabled, ABC took more than 12 h to generate ten-input cuts for circuit b20, whereas BddCut takes less than 15 min.
Although ABC outperforms BddCut for small cut sizes, the longest six-input cut-generation time in BddCut was 2.8 s. For small cut sizes, the overhead in storing and generating BDDs is not amortized when generating cut sets symbolically; thus, ABC is still the better approach for smaller values of K. The exception to this trend occurs for circuits with a high degree of reconvergence, such as for circuit C6288 (C6288 is a multiplier). For these circuits, our relative speedup is much larger for all values of K because reconvergent paths dramatically increase the number of cut duplications in conventional cutgeneration methods.
A concern one could raise with our symbolic approach is the effect of BDD representation of cuts on the cache. Since the CUDD package represents BDDs as a set of pointers, the nodes in each BDD may potentially be scattered throughout memory. Thus, any BDD traversal would lead to cache thrashing, which would dramatically hurt the performance of our algorithm. However, CUDD allocates BDD nodes from a continuous memory pool, leading to BDDs that exhibit good spatial locality. Our competitive results support this claim and indicate that good cache behavior is maintained with CUDD.
1) Elimination-A Practical Application: After ensuring our symbolic cut-generation approach was scalable, we applied our cut generation to elimination and evaluated our elimination scheme against greedy-based elimination schemes. To compare the two approaches, we replaced the folded elimination step in FBDD with our covering-based elimination algorithm and compared both the area and runtime of the original FBDD flow against our new flow. Logic folding exploits the inherit regularity of logic circuits by sharing transformations between equivalent logic structures. This has a huge impact on runtime where it has been shown to reduce the number of elimination operations by 60% on average. Thus, comparing against the folded version of elimination has much more value. We also compare against SIS for a common reference point. For ease of readability, we will refer to our flow which uses coveringbased elimination as F BDD new . Starting with unoptimized benchmark circuits, we optimized the circuits with F BDD new , FBDD, and SIS. To compare their area results, we technologymapped our optimized circuits to the following two technologies: the SIS standard-cell library (map) [18] and 4-LUTs using the technology-mapping algorithm described in [11] . When optimizing the circuits in SIS, we used script.rugged [18] . Table VI shows detailed results for a few benchmark circuits. Column Circuit lists the circuit name; column Time lists the total runtime in seconds; column Std Cell lists the standardcell area when mapped to SIS' default standard-cell library; and column 4-LUT lists the 4-LUT count. Note that a few circuits caused SIS to run out of memory and are marked as n/a. The final row lists the geometric mean of the ratio when compared against F BDD new .
For the circuits shown in Table VI , our new flow is significantly faster than the original FBDD with an average speedup of over 5× and an order of magnitude speedup over SIS. The results also show that this speedup comes with no area penalty.
We also explored the effect of the maximum cut size used in our elimination algorithm on runtime and area where we varied the cut size from four to ten. This is shown in Table VII , where we applied our new flow to the entire ITC, ISCAS89, and select IWLS benchmarks and take the geometric mean ratio of the FBDD result over F BDD new . Column K lists the cut size used in F BDD new when generating resynthesis regions; column Time is the time ratio; column Std Cell is the final standard-cell area ratio; and column 4-LUT is the final 4-LUT area ratio. Each ratio column is given a benchmark heading indicating the benchmark suite used. As Table VII shows, it appears that using a cut size of four or six has a substantial speedup of more than 10× in many cases; however, this comes with an area penalty, particularly in the IWLS benchmarks. This implies that the elimination regions created with these cut sizes are too small and does not capture large enough resynthesis regions in a single cone. In contrast, a cut size of eight still maintains a significant average speedup of more than 6× for all benchmarks with negligible impact on the final area when compared to the original FBDD.
B. ICluster: Iterative Clustering
A runtime, area overhead, and place and route delay comparison between ICluster against the traditional VPR flow is shown in Tables VIII and IX. Table VIII shows detailed results  for a few select circuits, and Table IX shows a summarized result for the ITC and MCNC benchmark suite and also the benchmark circuits used in [4] labeled as SMAC. T-vpack is used in the traditional VPR flow to cluster LUTs where both t-vpack and VPR are set to timing-driven mode, and all circuits are optimized and technology-mapped to 4-LUTs with ABC prior to clustering [3] . The clustering architecture we used contained ten LUTs per cluster. When comparing the results, the results of the ICluster-VPR flow are divided by the results of the traditional t-vpack-VPR flow. The results show that our technique is approximately 50% slower with a 15% area overhead and an improvement of 4%-8% place and route delay on average. In [4] , Lin et al. report a 23% area overhead with a 12.3% improvement in place and route delay. However, their technique is 100× slower than the traditional clustering flow. Our original hypothesis was proven here where we showed that maintaining global information during clustering could improve the circuit performance. By solving clustering disjointly from technology mapping and using ZDDs to represent our cluster sets, our performance improvement was achieved with a significantly smaller runtime impact than [4] . Although, we recognize that the improvement is not as dramatic as the numbers reported in [4] . However, our approach does not have the 100× runtime penalty reported in [4] , which is a limitation for its practical application on large designs with 100 000 LUTs or more.
VI. CONCLUSION
We introduced a novel BDD-based reduction technique for problems important to CAD, including cut generation and clustering of LUTs. Prior to this paper, these algorithms were facing scalability issues particularly when the circuit size or the problem parameters were large. The primary benefit of our approach is its generality. For example, there has been extensive research done on pruning the solution space of cut generation to reduce its runtime and memory use [9] , [12] . Interestingly, all these techniques are orthogonal to our work. Since the benefit of our approach is how we represent our cut sets, we can apply the same pruning techniques used in previous work on top of our BDD cut-generation approach to get a further speedup.
Our approach, however, does come with limitations. In Section III-C, we illustrated an algorithm to evaluate our cut sets using dynamic programming. It should be emphasized that this can only work when the cost of each cut is independent of elements found within the cone of logic created by the cut. For example, when mapping to generalized PLBs, the function of each cut needs to be evaluated [14] . Thus, in such cases, a dynamic-programming approach to the cut-set traversal will not be applicable. In this case, the cuts must be traversed individually, which is the case in current cut-generation algorithms. Furthermore, cut generation can only be applied to singleoutput cones. As future work, we would like to investigate possible means to efficiently generate multioutput cones. This would be valuable for many logic transformations applicable to multioutput functions.
Overall, we have shown a general technique that leverages BDDs to represent sets. We have shown that this idea is general enough to be applied to cut generation and clustering where we proved that this leads to an order of magnitude speedup on average.
